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1. INTRODUCrION 

In the last ten years our research has been concentrated on two main 

topics. First of all we evaluated sane m:!asures t:aken'-':by the prison 
.' 0 " 

administration on sp3Cial issues. Exarrples of these studies are the 

evaluation of the decision naking concerning the isolation of trouble 

makers (Van der Lindan, 1981b) al)d the evaluation of a sp3Cial program 

for drunken drivers (BOvens, 1982) ~ The second topic concentrated on 
~ 

carpatative $tudies between treabTent oriented and custcx1ially oriented " ,) 

institutions. .. 

Asl:here ~s JlCM a nation wide'i discussion E!Il'&gifig on the objectives of 
. (I ,', 

prl~on polic.Yv we will dwell on this disCllSsion, its history and the 

questions that are arising. Consequently we will mainly pay attention 

to the ccrrparatiV"e studies m:!ntioned. This doeS not m:!an that we will 

altogether neglect the first m:!ntioned studies, becauSe -fortunately-
" 

they also brought safe fruitful insights to be used in the disCUssions 

about priso~ policy. 

The main reason for the renewed debate about prisdn policy is the 

publication of a goverrmental rerx>rt, in ~Auch the ,main feature.s of 

prison policy are outlined for the next, few years (Ministry ~f Justice, 
" ., " ': ~ 

1982). ,In the rerx>rt a lot of ,attention is paid t,o the objectives which 

"should underlie the rx>licy. What is rrost striking in this reflection 

is tha~ ~~ocialization of inmates" as objective of prison policy' is 

rrore or l('lsS abandoned and replaced ~" sore less ar:bitious objectives. 

In this paper we will, outline «the develoJ;lTel1ts preceding thi!? change ,of 

policy. Special atten!:1oIbif,J paid tot the resUlts of studies in which 
, _"'''''-') 

the effectiveness of resociillzation policy is the ~ th~. 

Attention will Cll,SO be given to the consequences of the change of 

policy for our resear~. Which objects of research errerge rconsidering 

'I:11e p~~nt develbprents in prison policy? 

2. PRISON POLICY SINCE 1945 
" \) 

Dutch policy concerru.ng the execution of prison sentE!'lCl'ilS has since the 

end of W:>rld War II been strongly det;errni~ed by the objective of 
. . - ~ ~ -

repatiilij:ation of i."unates. In 1946 the Minister of Justice set 'up a 
, '.l f' 

, "cqrmittee ''whose task was to qevelop proposals to ro.re to an appropriate 
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execution of imprisonmmts. In its report the ccfuniUee argues that 

imprisornnent should be organized in such a way that the inmate, after 

his detention, returns to society 'as a socially less disturbing e1errent 

and, if possible, better hunan being'. In 1951 this principle was ercQedded 

in the legislation concerning the execution of sentences: the imprisorurent 

should also cont,ribut.e to the return to normal life in the ccrrmllnity 

(Prisons Act section 26). 

Starting in the fifties one tried to realize this objective by decreasing 

the cellular syst.em and increasing the ccrrmunal s~pse.of the prison 

reg:ilres. Moreover, one ailred at organizing detention in such a way that 

the freedan of rroverrent and responsiliility of the inrrate would increase 

as the end of the detention approached. Especially for 10ng-tem prisoners . 
it was made possib:a to spend theelast part of their detention in an 

'open' prison. In addition to that oore possibilities were created for 

individual (psychological and social) assistance to prisoners .. 

During the sixties and seventi~ the emphasis shifted. More 'than before' 

one"fQCused on the possibilities of rehabilitating inmates. using 

'inStitutional therapy' and 'correctional' group~rk'. In practice this 

maant that better opport,pnities for education and developlent were 
':J~~ven to irnrates and that the aGp3ct of custody ~las decreased. 

Several irlS~tutions becane treabrent oriented (Cressey, 196B) : 

emphasis is put upon inmateweHare and, oore generally, upon protection 

of inmates fran conditions which might interfere with their rehabilitation. 

Characteristic for the treatment orientation in prisons is: 

~ an active staff response to prisoher's problems and needs; 

- a large rreasure of autoJ"lO!l1Y for staff in their dealings with 
prisoners; 

- an atmosphere bf tolerance 

- frequent informal contacts ,between staff and prisoners; 

- a large measure pf freedom for inrrates within the institution. 

Along with the treatment orient.ed prisons ehete remained the oore 

custodially oriented prisons. Though in these institut.ions there was a 

cert.ain increas~ of possibilities for different activities and non

custicx:tial stanf over the years, custody remained the oost important 

aspect. This stands out oost c1eurly jn the st.rict regulation of the 

relations between staff and inmates, the' st.rict maintaining of prison 

LliiiIlI:E:t:ii C 
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discipline and the limited freedan for inmates. 

'!he deve10pnents as outlined above, have led to a dlffet'entiated system 

of penitentiaries in the Netherlands. At the xroment oore than 40 

penitentiaries are in use with a total capacity of • .4000. The follCMi~:J 

criteria figure in the differentiating between institutions: 

- the statuG of the inrrates (awaiting trial or convicted) 

- the age of the inm?tes. (there are special institutions for 
inmates under 23) 

- the sex of the inmates 

- the Length of the sentence. (there are special institutions 
for 10ng-tenn prisoners, Le. for those who have been sentenced 
for six oonths or oore) 

- the 'open-n.ess' of the institution (there is a distinction between 
closed, half-open and open institutions. In open institutions 
there isa minimum of security treasures;the innates essentially 
work outside the institutions and ~hey can go on leave every 
weekend) , 

- the t.:t'(J(ltment 01' custodiato"flientat.i.on. 

3. EI:l ... a:fIVmESS OF THE RF.SCX!IALIZATION POLICY 

3.1 Recidivism as criterion 

Inprison policy -as stated earlier- emphasis has been put on the 
,;-'-i\ 

resocia1ization function of prison sentences. By resocia1ization is 

rreant, as a rule, the bringing about of changes in behaviour in detainees, 

\'lhich should lead .to decrease or tennination of criminal behaviour. 

Viewed in that light it is natural to look upon recidivism as a cr;terion 

,for the effectiveness ofJ)rison poliC'j. 

y-nggn9!~!~n~~_E!!§Qn_§~~~ns~§-1QR2~_~n9_!~S!9!Y!~_!~~~§' 

In the Netherlands little research has been done on the influence of 

prison"sentences in general on reqidivism rates. Only in the research 

project 'Recidivism and speoial deterrence' (Van der WSrff, 1978) sorns 

remarks are made on the tot.a1 recidivism rates of those sentenced to 

unconditional ~risonment. Sixty percent of the group convict.ed 

in 1966 was convic.t.ed again within six years of their T)r!%vibUS conviction. 

The recidivism ra~es for tr~ group with unconditional custodial sentenc~$ 

(60%) are higher elan for the group fined or given only conditional 
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custcx11:al sentences. But when controlled for sex, age, ntllTber of previous 

convictions for serious offences arid type of offence the differences 

between recidivism rates partly disappear. 

If the unconditional sentences are broken down accordin~ to th,~ir duration 

the recidivism rates of the comparitive long~termets are ~enerally. 

found to be somewhat higher than for the short-tenners. But it is 

not entirely impossible that the greater likl::lihood of recidivism found 

with long-termers is not attributable to these sentences but that it 

was the very reasqn why the severe sentences were imposed. 

" 
More important for judging the effectiveness of resocialization 

oriented. policy are the comparative studies concerning the effects 

of different regimes on the recid~vism of ex-il1I1'ates. 

One of the first canparative recidivism studies carried out in the 

Netherlands refers to the canparison of recidivism rates of detainees 

who haVle spent the last part of their detention in open NjAcins, to 
//' 

those who have been released from closed institutions ~~ut passing 

through an open institution (Fiselier, 1969). From this study 

it becorres evident that frf,)m those detainees, who have been released 

from open prisons, 19% (N=156) is convicted for the second time to an 

unconditional prison sentence within two yearS, whereas from detainees 

released from closed prisons, 3:2% (N=287)}s convicted again to a UPS: 
. 2-

The differences are significant (X = 7.6: ¢if = 1: p < .01). HcMever,. 

there also appears, to be a relation between recidivism and factors like 
1) " 

mnnber of previous convictions to 'a 'UPS, aga and the existence of an 

alcohol problem. 

To keep the influence of these factors under control, Fisslier has 

developed an index for recidivism proneness and used that to classify 

tile detainees into four categories. Subsequently he has compareq. the 

differences between detainees released from open 'ana closed ins~:ltutions, 

per category (table 1). 

On account of this .canparison Fiselier comes to the conclusion that 

there is no proof that open detention has the et'fect of decreasing 

reqJidivism. 

The noted difference in :r.ecidivism rates cannot be attributed to the 

type of de.tention, but n,rust be attributed to tile background variables 

of detainees, which,also figure i~ thf! selection of open insti tutions • 

. 'r·". 
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Tl\BLE 1: Recidivism per categoy 

redicivism .recidivism 
proneness institution percentages N p 

I (feeble) open 0,0 48 .005 1 .90<p ~.95 

closed 2,4 42 

II open 17,6 51 .Q05 1 .90Lp<..95 

closed 20,0 60 

III open 30,3 33 .005· 1 .90<p<.95 

closed 33 1 0 60 

N (strong) open 45,8 24·; .236 1 .50<p,.70 

closed 54,1 85 

Source: Fiselier, 1969 

!f~~nt ":,,a!}9-2!:!s~ia!!Y_Qri~te9..i~!:!!:~!:iom~ 

Of nore recent date is the study of Van der Linden (1978). He has compared 

institutions intended for adult convicts Mho are serving custodial 

sentences of 1-6 m:mths aftE'I deduction of the time spent on remand 
' .. 

awaiting trial. The three prisons to which the project .relates are 

tl1~ I Boschpooit' prison in Breda, a prison in Arnhem and the 'Nederbeide I 

training prison in Doetinchem. The Nederheide prison is a so-called 

treatment oriented prison: inmates serve their sentences in a qroup Witil 

other prisoners a'nd take part ina training progr~. The prisons in 

Arnhem and Breda are so-called custcx1ially oriented prisons: strict; 

security establishments in which iI1I1'ates have far less freedom of movement 

than in Doetinch~ and sometimes even do their work in tileir celL 

It appears that there are differences in recidivism between the prison 

in Doet1.nchem and tile one in Breda (see table 2). 

TABLE 2: Recidivism per institution 

fran 

prison in Doetinchem 

prisons in Breda and1\rnhem 

" 

sOurce: Van der Linden, .1978 

number of ex-inmates number of recidivism 

'I f 
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In Van der Linden's study it has also been verified to 'What extent these 

differences prove stable when checked on recidivism proneness. For that 

Van der Linden, too, has constructed an index, into which background 

variables relating to age, criminal record and deten~~n experiences 

have been incor.porated. On that ground detainees have;~' cl.assified 

into five cacE!gories and per category a c:arparison of recidivism 

percentage has been nade (table 3) 

TABLE 3: Recidivism per category 

recidivism 
proneness 

ARNHEM AND BREDA /l 
recidivism (N == 571) 

I feeble 14 (15.1%) 93 (100%) 

II 40 (39.2%) 110 ( " ) 

III noderate 68 (64.8%) 105 ( .. ) 

J)J 70 (61.4%) 114 ( " 
" 

V strong 109 (73.2%) 149 {n 

Source: Van der Linden, 1978. 

OOEl'INCHEM 
recidivism ( N == 535) 

~O (15.7%) 127 (100%) 

47 (42.7%) 110 ( II ) 

50 (49.0%) 102 ( II ) 

82 (65.1%) 126 ( " ) . 
46 (65.7%) 70 { " 

sign. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

5% 

n.s. 

n.s. 

Although the pattern i~ rather confusing, it nay be concluded that, 
,; 

only for prisoners who are iioderately likely to becorIe recidivists, the 

treat:ment orientedregiJoo of the Doetinchem prison has a relatively 

favourable effect on recidivism after release. 

Fran this study it also ~ evident that the rate and gravity of 

.' the recidivism are not really influenced by the institution where the 

detention is served. 

3.2 Other criterions 

Particularly in recent years one has begun to realize that, lJesides 

recidivism, other standards can be applied, by which the success of 

the resocialization policy can be measured. Mlich is ';l:o say that changes 

in attitude and personality during :1mprisonrrent, (Caminada, 1973; Van der 

Linden, 1981) and changes in post-prison experiences (jobs, social 

relations, etc.) (Van der Linden, 1981; Berghuis, '1981) could also be 

indicatOts for some kind of resocialization. 
In soroo studies in which COJparisons are made betweent;.reat:ment 

ori~nted arid cusbodially oriented institutions, these measures are used 

alo~g with or instead of recidivism rates. Van der Linden (1981) exrunined 
:: - ,,' 0 

a large .nunber of' aspects of attitude and personality -such as neuroticism, 
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litpllsiveness, sense of resp:msibility, sociability, self-k.rlcwledge, 

aggression: social disorientation, view of the future, etc.- with inmates 

ftan the treatJrent oriented prison in Doetinchem and the custocIially 

oriented prison in.Breda. The study shaded that the treatment: oriented 

reg~, as carpat'ed to. the custodially oriented regirre, had neither a 

favourable nor an unfavourable effect on any of these aspects. ,Ue also 

exami..,ed the impact of the reghles on changes in post-detention ~riences. 

About. a year after their release only nU.rrlmal changes were i:oW1d in t..'1.e 

lives of the ex··inmates of both institutions as conpared to the period 

before .i.rrprisol'lmallt. hhere changes did occur, they were rrostly attributable 

to general effects of imprisonrrent A few changes, however, were regirre 

linked and these were to the advantage of ex-inmates of the treat:rrent 

oriented prison~ One of these was that ex-inmates of the Doetinchem 

prison were rrore likely to have a steady partner. 
Berghuis (1981), who e.xamined the differences between a trcatJrent oriented 

and a custodially oriented remand centre, also found scme efifects 

attributable to the treatment oriented regilre. He caI'It?ated the experiences 

of innates of both remand centres, who were released ~iately after 

their stay in the remand centre. Several of them have had a follow-up 

interview a year after the termination of thei.~g~~ention. From these 

interviews no differences between ex-inmates of both institutions co,:,ld 

be ascertained with respect ~ job, lodging or income. There were ~ 

indications, however, that ex-irrnates of the treat:rrent oriented remand 

~entre have a rrore positive attitude towards life. , i 

3.3 COncluSion 

The conclusions of the studies discussed so far all pointed in the sane 

direction as many of the English and American studies (Martinson, 1974; 

Home Office, 1976): treatment oriented institutions do not have a rrore 

resocializing effect than custodially oriented institutions. 

In scme studies slight differences have .been found for certain sub 

groups of detainees; the only conSistency in these restu1ts is !:hat they 

always turn out in favour of thetreabment oriented institutions 

(e.g. Berhuis, 1981'; Van der Linden 1978). In other countries similar 

differences have been ascertained. BUt there, too, a regular pat:tern 

in the sub groups could not bf3 determined .. What is rrore,sartetitoos it 

becarre apparent tha.t, when a stt~dy was replicated, earlier established 

differences < could not be fo~ a<!ain (CoUJ'\cil of Europe, 1982). 
o 
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4. IW:ENl' DEVEI.OPMENrS IN PRISON POLICY OOALS 

As e>eplained, expectations of a IX>licy aiming at resocialization used 

to be high. Also influenced by the disapPOinting results 6f the studies 

discussed above, over the years a certain scepsis has arisen concerning 

the attainability of the resocialization objective. As early as 1976 a 

gouvernmental report on policy problems concerning prison administration 

was fA.lblished, in which doubt was expressed about the attainability 
Without, ha .... ever, drawing the conclusions with regard tot the poUcy 
objectives (Ministry of Justice, 1976). 

The institutions, however, did draw these conclUSions. As early as 1975 

Denkers concludes in a IX>licy analytical study that the objectives in 

the various penitentiaries do not so much relate to resocialization 
of inmates, as to a humane execution of the sentence. 

Berghuis(l981)and Van der Linden (1981) find, regarding the institutions 

~udied by them, that the objectives pursued by the treabrent oriented 
regimes not only refer to the prevei1B.On of recidivism, but also 

to the humane execution of prison sentences and the prevention of ill 
effects of the detention situation. 

sCme suppose that the very characteristics of a treat:Irent oriented 
" . 

institution (tolerance, relative freedan, active staff response, etc.) 

can be viewed as treans to realize a humane execution as well as treans 

to realize resocialization of inmates~ In effect it is sanetimes argued 

that a humane execution is the first condition- if one ever wants to 
resocialize(Denkers, 1975). So what actually ha1?,l?ens is that the 

sarre means theit were originally seen as means to resocialize are now 
looked upon aStreans for a humane execution. 

These developrents can be seen in· a recently pUblished aove.rnmental 

report, in which extensive attention is paid to the objectives of prison 

policy (Ministry of Justice, 1982). On resocialization as an objective 

of prison policy it says: "It seems con-ect to give 'a less arrbitious 

meaning to the ccmnission of resocialization of detainees, than used to 

be done. The idea that the detainee should be transfOI1l'ledinto abetter 

human being, doesn't seem to be very realistic. Detent:ion is, as . 

SCientIfic research has borne out, not the most suitable or appropriate 

means for that. What detention can be used fo~ is a better preparation 

of the detainee for his return into. society, so that .he will be accep~~ 
sooner in that SOCiety and -J;lerhaps- be able to hold his CMn better 

than before". To give concrete form to this 'ret:urnprinciple' it is 

I , 
! 

.1 , 
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considered of importance to create educational and other poss:ibilities 

and opportunities for inmates, and to offer a helping hand with the 

solution of psycho-social problems. t-1oreover, q1;le wants to aim at preventing 

eStrangerrent symptans as nruch as possible, e.g'. by enlarging poss:ibilit~es 
of contacts with relatives and friel~i:i13 of the inmate. l-hat is less 

ambitious about this readjusted objective is the fact that the poliC'j is 

no longer focused on bringing about resocialization effects but on 
creating conditions for resocialization of inmates. 

·In addition to the preparation for return, two nore main objectives of 

prison oolicyare trentioned. That is first of all the 11wnane execution 
~f the ;~ison sentence. The principle underlying this objective is that 

detention in i~elf is the punishment. and that all extra suffering must 

be prevented as much as poss:ible. In other words, the inmate should not 

be restricted any further in his personal freedan and well-being than is 

necessary in view of the objective of the detention. 
In addition, a maximum p~evention of itt effects of detention is mentioned 
as a 'new' objective of penal policy. The two objectives -humane 

sentence execution and prevention of ill effects- are not clearly 

defined. Neither is indicated which detention effect nrust be considered 

harmful:' It does appear fran the goverrunental report that hOSPitalization,! 
crirninalization, victimization and drug addiction in any' case nrust be ~ 

considered as such. The existence of n'ost of theseeffectl:! is connected ; 

with the existence of a subculture in the institutions. The obj'ectives of 

prison policy, as they have been forrrulated nem, have in comron that t:hey 
are focused 6n short-term effects, that is to say on the bringing about 

or, on the other hand, preventin~ certain effects during the dete;ltioll. 
This change Of policy also has consequences for policy oriented ~esearch. 

Policy oriented penological research will have ~o be focused on sho~t-
teDn effects of detentio,n. 

5. SOORr-TERM EFFEX::TS 

5.1 Reactions to imprisonment 

The question if a certain type of execution is or is not regarded 

as a form of humane ~tion can partly ~ answered by checking hCM 

their detention i~ jGdged by the inmates. The reactions to imprisonment 

have been the object of s:esearch in the already mentioned studies by 
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Bexghuis (1981j en Van der Linden (1981) • In both ~tudies a distinct 

connection was found bebleen the appreciation of the detention and the 

institutions where the detention was served. 

In both research projects the results ShCM that in mmy respects 

irrpriso111lVant in a treatroont oriented institution"rreets prisoner's needs 

better than impriso111lVant in a custodially ori~nted institution and that 

the prisoner~s opinions of the regiIre in treatroont oriented institutions 

are much more favourable than the opinions of their fellow-sufferers 

in other institutions. lmportantfactors, which contribute tc the 

positive -orr at any rate, less negative- reactions to imprisoIllfll"..nt ate: 

- the degree of contact with fellCM inmates 

- the degree of contact with the staff, 

- the degree o£contact with the outside world .. 

A fourth facl".or refers to the activities which can be taken part in 

during the stay at the institution. The results of both ,studies are, 

for that matter, not the srure . Van der Linden concludes in l1is study 

that jol5 satisfaction is considerable, especially if the work is done 

in the open air, but that ilie appreciation of training, activities is 

less. 

Although prisoners had very favourable views of the t)rogramre 

on en taring the pr,:ison, their enthusiasm gradu.<tlly waned in the course 

of ~eir imprisonment. At the end of the Pt'OgrantOO about half the 

prisoners would have preferred a different way,of,spending their f;iIre: 

they would rather have worked ful;/. tiIre fran the beginning of theiz 

irrpriso111lVant. Especially the appreciation of verbal activities (social 

activities, informative activities) was rather lCM. Berghuis, on the other 

hand, concludes that detainees placed in a wing where thel;'e is a strong 

enphasis on the functioning of the group, appreciate the detention 

period better than those who are placed in a more conventional setting 
(table 4). 

TABLE 4: Reactions to impriso111lVant 

treatment oriented inst~tutions 
enphasis on group conventional setting 
funCtioning N = 59 N = 42 

positive 

neutral 

negative 

'61% 

36% 

3% 

100% 
SOurce:,Berghuis, 1981 

31% 

62% 

7% 

100% 

custodially 
oriented institution 

l~ ::; 60 

3% 

26% 
70% 

100% 
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It also becomes evident from the group of detainees ey~ed by Berghuis 

that there is a certain want of informative activities. ESpecially legal 

affairs, drugs, work and education were narred as objects about 

which the inmates would lik~ to receiva more information. 

From other studies, too, it appears that activities focused on giving 

information, would be appreciated positively by inrrates (Bovens, 1982: 

Meyboom, 1981). Possibly the differences between the results of the study 

by Van der Linden and the other studies must be attributed to differencas 

in the populations of inmates: Van dar Linden's study is concerned with 

adutt~ mediwn-ternt convicts; the one by Berghuis with youngsters under 
remand. Bovens (1982) evaluated a special infotm3.tion nroqramre for 

drunken driver's. He found that there was a considerable appreciation for 
the programre. Meyboom (1981) evaluated a special prograJ1'lre for 

. drug addicts in remand centres, which also seerood to do very well. In 

these cases the programmes were specially tailored on ~le crimes or 

circwnstances of the subjects concerned. So it could be argued that 

these findings indicate that progranrnes are effective if they are 

tailored to the Circumstances of special groups and that there are no 

'good' programres for. just everybody. 

5.2 Subculture and ill effects 

A second important aspect of penal policy is the prevention of ill 

effects. Under ill effects, as we have mentioned already, we understand 

undesirable consequences for the personality of it1ll\3tes (e.g. prevention 

of hospitalization symptoms) and for the safety of the it1ll\3tes in the 

institution (inmates must not fall a victim to behaviour of fellow

it1ll\3tes of the. institution). As to the latter one tends to think in 

the first place of victims of violent actiolls in ~1e penitentiaries 

'!'hough ~le irrp::>rtance of fighting agression anong detainees 

themselves is being discerned in prison policy (Ministry of Justice,1982), 

aggression in the institutions has not yet been an object of research 

in the Ne~lerl~s. '!his is probably linked up with ~le fact that the 

use of violence, until recently, has not been experienced as a problem. 

Since 15173 no extensive violent actions (riots, etc.) have occurred. 

The anount Of incidents, reported by the institutions to the Depart:Irent 

of Prison Administration in which using of or threatening with 

,violence by inmatesoccured, is not very high either. Every year ~lere 

are less ~lana hundred incidents, usually not very serious. Recently, 

hCMever, mote ('1Ulc1 more signals COllY.:! from the institutions shCMing 

~1at Hle amount of aggressive detainees ~s i~creased considerably 

I i 
)<I:, 
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(Ministry of Justice, .1982; Rook, 1982). 
Vict:imization is not only an innate falling victim to acts of violence, 

there are also 'Other types of vict:imization which, for that matter, are 

often accarpanied by threats of violence. BcMker (1980) distinguishes 

between vict:imization by physical violence and psychologiC'.al, e60nanical 

and social vict:imization. A special type of vict:imization, nowadays given 

a lot of attention in the Netherlands, is victimization connected with 

the trade and use of hard dnlgs in penal institutions. It appears fran 

a recent inventarisahon of problems in institutions for long-:termr='rs 

that about 30% of the population of those institutions occasionally uses 

hard drugs 1m heroin or cocaine crif that serre !mates started this habit 

in the institution (Rook, 1982). It has also been established that in 

closed institutions there is talk of 'iIrq?ort of, traffic in and use of 

drugs, of which terror situations, 'pushing' and improper financial 

transactions. • .• are elerents' (Nyborg, 1982). 

For further deve1or:rrent of pOlicy it is of vital importance to examine 

to what extent the existence of such syt11?tans are dependent on the 

circumstances in which the detention is executed. "Policy oriented research 

should contribute to the increase of kn<:Mledge in this field. 

In out.ch penal research, hcMever, up .till rrcM little attention bas been 

paid to this problem. Future research, therefore, should be focused on 

thif; subject. 

In other countries, however t research concerning the circumstances which 

cause a certain oppositional or violent subculture in institutions, has 

been carried out. The results of the various studies are by no treans 

consistent. 
It can be concluded that there are at least two carplexeS ofi'actors 

which explain the development of a certain subculbute or the existence 

of misconduct or acts of violence arrong innates. In Sale studies a 

, conneCtion has been found between characteristics of the populations 

of the institution and the subculture ilJ the institution. Relevant 

characterisl:1cs of innatr,es" are arron~ other thihgs the (suP)cultural 

background of the innates and their age, race, criminal experience, 

education, time spent in 'total insl:1tutions', social status before 

detention and seK (Irwin and Cressey, 1962; C~;l.ne, 1968; ~lliS, 1974; 

Meyers and Levy, 197~t DcMkerv 1978; Bonta and Nanck:t"ell,~ 1980).' 
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In other studies a connection has been found between detention-dependant 

variables and the devel~nt of an opp::lsi tional or violent subculture. 

Some of these variables -like the time of actual sentence already served 

(Ellis a.o., 1974)- have to do with detention as such and not \,Iith 

circumstances in which the detention is executed. Most of these variables 

hCMeVer, refer to the regilre under which and the institution in which 

detention is served. '!here appears to be a connection between, on the 

one_ hand, the subculture and aggression in institutions and, on the other 

hand, variables such as the attitude of institution's staff with respect 

to the detainees, the relations between staff ~ inrrates, the ratio 

staff/inmates, the density of population in the institution, the material • 

provisions in the institution and the possibility of keeping in~contact 

with the outside world (Street., 1965; Akers a.o., 1974; Ellis a.o., 1974: 

Megargee, 1976;"Nacci a.o., 1977; Farrington a.o' l 1980; Feld, 1981). 

The earlier introduced distinction between treatment oriented and 

cust6dially oriented regimes is connected with a nurcber of these variables. 

'!he research results can in the light of this distincti01'1l be sumned up 

as follows: in treatment oriented institutions the subculture is of a 

less oppositional. and violent character than the one in custodially 

oriented institutions (Feldt 1981). . . 
:tit recent years the relation between the circumstances in which the 

detention is executed and violence in the institutions has drawn special 

attention. On the basis of research done up till now it i~ plausible that 

there is no direct connection between the size of the institutions ana 
violent behaviour. '. 
There does seem to be a connection, however I between factors like 

(over)crowd1ng, population density and the ratio staff/inmates and 

prison violence (Farrington a.o . ., 19~O). 

Recently several efforts have been made to integrate the various 

explanation rrodels (Thanas, 1977; Zihgraff, 1980). In doinq so it becaIre 

apparent that the varial:!les rei;~rring to circumstances of detention have 

the nost explanatory value, but that neve~theless the pOpulation-tied 

variables y too, are significantly related tq the subculture in the 

institUtions" There i~ sufficient indication' that other, ~rsonal factors I 

too, can influence the originating of the ~~ltures in the institution, 

both independently ahd-in connection with the. institutional and regime
bound variables (Thomas; 1977 r . 
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Fran the policy aspect especially the regime- and institution-dependant 

detention variables are of importance, because those are the factors 

which can be influenced by the prison authorities. Research Jnto the 

relation between detention circumstances and t.he originating of an 

oppositionaL subculture is ~lso particularly imPortant at. this very 

m:mmt, because due to the econanic rec~ssion ard the inc:reasing ,.supply 

of convicts (Van Hijlkerra, 1,981) pressure is put on prison administration 

to take in rrore detainees with less rreans. Research into the factors 

influencing the originating of subcultures I can make clear which 

consequences the various steps considered in that context, will have 

for the atnosphere in the penitentiaries. 
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